STOP TALKING
START PLANTING
We children plant worldwide
Save the Human
Our Inspiration: Wangari Maathai
First Tree of Plant-for-the-Planet in 2007
Since 2007:

15,205,314,718 Trees planted

Goal:

1,000,000,000,000 Trees
150 trees per person
Since 2009:

67,000 Children and Youth
1147 Academies
66 Countries

Goal:

1,000,000 Children and Youth
The world by landmass
By cars
People with less than $1 a day
Population
CO$_2$ emissions
The Greenhouse Effect
The Greenhouse Effect
The Greenhouse Effect
What is CO₂?
Sources of Carbon Dioxide (CO$_2$)

Natural Sources

Human Sources
Emissions per Person

1 US American: 16t
1 European: 8t
1 Chinese: 8t
1 African: 1t
Photosynthesis
The Arctic
Arctic Sea Ice & Greenland Ice: 1980
Arctic Sea Ice & Greenland Ice: 2012
If Greenland melts...
Alpine glaciers are melting

1955
Alpine glaciers are melting
Himalayan Glaciers
Climate Refugees
To keep temperatures below the 2°C limit:
1. Zero Emissions starting 2050
2. 1.5 tons per person per year until 2050
3. Plant 1,000 billion trees
HEADS OF NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS
STOP TALKING START PLANTING

President of the United States
White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC
USA

July 1st, 2010

Do you have plans to save our future?

Dear President Obama,

After the shocking results of Copenhagen, we children want to avoid the same to happen in Cancun. Therefore we children made a global consultation, asking how we would solve the problem if we were the Heads of Governments. We created a three point program:

1. We need to bring earth into the museum, and go down to zero CO2 emissions until 2050.
2. We have a limited amount of earth, which we must use within the next 40 years. This is 50 billion tons of CO2. We have to accept this, if we don't want to wreck our future and go over the 2°C threshold. CO2 divided by 40 is 1.25 billion tons of CO2 per year. Now we have to decide how we will distribute this among the world's population. For our children there is only one answer. Every body gets the same and that would be 1.25 tons CO2 per person per year. We call this Climate Justice. Who wants more, pays. With Climate Justice we can also bring poverty into this museum.
3. Let's plant 800 billion trees. These trees will absorb additional 8 billion tons of CO2 every year. 800 billion trees sounds like a large number, but it is possible as the Climatic planted 2.7 billion trees as contribution to the UNEP Billion Tree Campaign in 2008. If everybody plants as many trees as he or she dies in year, then we will also reach the 800 billion trees.

We children have had long discussions. If we would follow the scenario or follow the climate policy -- but that was a little bit too simple an answer -- if we follow the arguments and in 43 years we find out that they were right, we did not make a mistake. But if we follow the skepticism and find out that they were wrong, it is too late for our future.

Do you have plans to save our future? We would like to receive an answer from you and your colleagues from all over the world by 20th of September 2010 so we children will meet in December to consult all solutions and replies. Let's work close together to prepare a positive outcome in Cancun.

Stop Talking, Start Placing

Kinder im Bild

[Signatures]

This page for the Planetary Foundation in coordination with the Children Council
www.childrencouncil.org
www.childrencouncil.org

The World未来基金会由儿童理事会主办
World Future Foundation by Children's Council

Pablo, Timothy, Jakob, Paul, Martin, Itai, Liron, Avital
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
STOP TALKING
START PLANTING
STOP TALKING
START PLANTING
El tram de Platja d’Aro a Palamós completa una autovia de 48 km a la Costa Brava

El darrer tram tindrà un cost de quasi 90 milions d’euros. La nova via registrará un trànsit de 20.000 vehicles diaris.
DEMONSTRATIONS
Protests
During COP15 2009, Copenhagen
3.3 „Stop talking. Start planting.“ – Eine Rede halten

Kennt ihr die globale Umwelt-Initiative „Plant for the Planet“?

1 Informiert euch darüber:
   www.plant-for-the-planet.org

Überzeugt euch diese weltweite ökologische Bewegung?

2 Überlegt, wie sich eure Schule daran beteiligen könnte.


3 Klärte folgende Fragen/Punkte:
   □ Erkundigt euch, wie lange Redezeit ihr habt.
   □ Wer sind die Adressaten eurer Rede?
   □ Welches konkrete Ergebnis/Ziel wollt ihr mit dem Aktionstag erreichen?
   □ Welche positiven Beispiele„Promis“ könnt ihr für eure geplante Aktion nennen?
EVERY JANUARY
You plant a tree virtually...
...we plant it in Campeche, Mexico
20€ = 20 Trees in Campeche
Trees after one year
Green electricity
What can I do?

1. Give presentations
2. Give presentations
3. Give presentations

And start a club in your city to give even more presentations!
Plant-for-the-Planet in your town!

Club activities

Convince the mayor.

Give presentations in schools and in front of adults.

Arrange Chocolate tastings

Organize planting events.

etcetera…
What does a club exactly?

Spread the idea of Plant-for-the-Planet all over the city through

- Presentations
- Convince your mayor
- Many other activities

So that you can dedicate yourself even better to your future!
STOP TALKING
START PLANTING
THANK YOU